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Single-trial ERP component analysis using a
spatio-temporal LCMV beamformer
Marijn van Vliet*, Nikolay Chumerin, Simon De Deyne, Jan Roel Wiersema, Wim Fias, Gerrit Storms and
Marc M. Van Hulle
Abstract—Goal: For statistical analysis of event related poten-
tials (ERPs), there are convincing arguments against averaging
across stimuli or subjects. Multivariate filters can be used to
isolate an ERP component of interest without the averaging
procedure. However, we would like to have certainty that the
output of the filter accurately represents the component. Methods:
We extended the linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV)
beamformer, which is traditionally used as a spatial filter for
source localization, to be a flexible spatio-temporal filter for
estimating the amplitude of ERP components in sensor space.
In a comparison study on both simulated and real data, we
demonstrated the strengths and weaknesses of the beamformer
as well as a range of supervised learning approaches. Results:
In the context of measuring the amplitude of a specific ERP
component on a single trial basis, we found that the spatio-
temporal LCMV beamformer is a filter that accurately cap-
tures the component of interest, even in the presence of both
structured noise (e.g., other overlapping ERP components) and
unstructured noise (e.g., ongoing brain activity and sensor noise).
Conclusion: The spatio-temporal LCMV beamformer method
provides an accurate and intuitive way to conduct analysis of
a known ERP component, without averaging across trials or
subjects. Significance: Eliminating averaging allows us to test
more detailed hypotheses and apply more powerful statistical
models. For example, it allows the usage of multi-level regression
models that can incorporate between subject/stimulus variation
as random effects, test multiple effects simultaneously and control
confounding effects by partial regression.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electroencephalography (EEG) measures the electrical ac-
tivity that spreads outwards from its origin source through the
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various tissues and fluids in the head, until it is registered
by the electrodes on the scalp [1]. This means that an EEG
electrode typically picks up a mixture of signals originating
from many different sources in the brain. Likewise, signals
originating from a single source are typically picked up by
multiple electrodes. In many cases, researchers are interested
in the behavior of a specific signal, which is but a single voice
within the chatter of all the various processes going on in the
brain. The focus in this paper is on isolating signal components
that are part of the event-related potential (ERP) [2]. These
components are time-locked to perceptual, cognitive or motor
events and correspond to specific peaks and valleys in the
ERP waveform. They are named by their positive/negative
deflection and time offset relative to the onset of the event
in milliseconds (e.g., P300, N400). Such a component will be
referred to here as an ERP component of interest (COI). Of
particular interest is the amplitude of a COI. In this study,
we assume that increased activity at the neural generator
responsible for the COI, translates into a uniform, linear
scaling of the COI shape. Whenever we speak of the amplitude
of the COI, we refer to this scaling.
A. Limitations of the averaging technique
A widely used technique to isolate the ERP is to extract
trials (also referred to as epochs) from the ongoing EEG,
based on the onsets of event markers, and compute their
average. Through this operation, signal components that are
time-locked to the event markers are retained while unrelated
components are suppressed [3], [4]. Statistical analysis of COI
amplitude typically proceeds by taking some measurement on
the resulting waveform in a certain region of interest (ROI,
i.e.some specific electrodes and time range), usually the mean
voltage [5]. We will refer to this method as the ROI-mean
measure. A downside of this intuitive approach is that, due to
the averaging procedure, it yields only a few data points per
subject; usually one for each experimental condition.
Since so few data points are produced, studies that employ
averaging across trials traditionally follow a design that manip-
ulates a single property of the stimuli or task per experimental
condition. Such an experimental design is limiting, as not only
does it take time to test different manipulations one by one,
but manipulating only a single property of a stimulus can be
very difficult. For example, in semantic studies, constructing
two word lists where the words differ in only one relevant
property (e.g., length, frequency of use, age of acquisition,
etc.) is almost impossible [6].
By increasing the number of subjects, experimental designs
become possible that enable the use of regression techniques
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when dealing with ERPs [7]–[12]. This opens up the possibil-
ity to test the effect of multiple manipulations simultaneously
and allows correction for unwanted effects through partial
regression. As hypotheses become more intricate and effect
sizes become smaller, these designs require ever increasing
amounts of subjects.
An additional disadvantage of averaging across stimuli or
subjects is that statistical models are no longer able to incor-
porate either between-stimulus or between-subject variability.
This is referred to as the language-as-a-fixed-effect fallacy
and cannot be simply ignored [13], [14]. To address this
fallacy, multi-level models, such as linear mixed-effects (LME)
models are becoming increasingly popular in linguistic stud-
ies [15], [16]. While these models can theoretically account for
between-stimulus and between-subject effects [17], they must
operate on unaveraged data to do so. Without averaging across
trials, the mean or peak voltage in a ROI measure can only
reveal very strong effects, given a large amount of subjects.
For example, Vossen et al. [18] present a study where multi-
level models are used for statistical analysis of the ERP on 85
subjects that were administered electrical pain stimuli.
B. Performance criteria for multivariate techniques
There is clearly an opportunity for methods that do not
rely on averaging to isolate a COI. A filter that separates
overlapping ERP components should boost signal-to-noise
substantially. The application of such filters (e.g., [19]–[21]),
falls under the category of techniques known as multivariate
analysis. The usefulness of multivariate methods, especially
linear ones, for EEG analysis has been acknowledged for a
long time [22] and single-trial analysis has been growing in
popularity [23].
Multivariate methods can be applied to produce filters that
combine the EEG signal from multiple electrodes (i.e.a spatial
filter), multiple time samples (referred to in this paper as
a temporal filter) or both (a spatio-temporal filter) into one
representative value. Since we are interested in estimating the
amplitude of a COI in a trial, thus reducing the samples from
all electrodes and all time points to a single value, we will be
looking at spatio-temporal filters.
If the output of such a filter is used as estimation for the
amplitude of a COI, two important performance criteria are
that it:
1) correlates well with the actual amplitude of the COI
(sensitivity)
2) does not correlate with any structured interfering signals,
such as other ERP components or eye movements (speci-
ficity)
A filter that scores reasonably well on the sensitivity criterion
does not necessarily score well on the specificity criterion. The
specificity criterion states that it is preferable for any variation
of the filter output that is not explained by the amplitude of
the COI to be due to unstructured (e.g., zero-mean Gaussian)
noise. Take for example a filter which output correlates with
the amplitudes of both the N/P150 and N400 components. If a
researcher uses this output as estimation for N400 amplitude,
he will mistakingly find that the N400 is modulated both by
word-frequency (that actually does modulate the N400 [24])
and font size (which modulates the N/P150, but not the
N400 [25]).
C. The beamformer technique
In order to create a multivariate filter that both performs well
on the criteria above and can be interpreted intuitively, we ex-
amined beamformer techniques. Beamformers were originally
formulated for processing sonar, radar, and seismic data [26]
and have since been applied to EEG as a spatial filter that
isolates the signal originating from a specific point on the
cortex [27]. They have also been applied to brain-computer
interfaces (BCI) to isolate activity from specific regions of the
motor cortex [28], which allows a user to send commands to a
computer system by imagining movement that activates these
regions. In this paper, we bring a beamformer algorithm into
the context of isolating a COI, even when its source location
in the brain is unknown, by extending the original formulation
to a spatio-temporal filter. A feature that makes beamformers
compelling is that a template of the COI is given as explicit
input to the algorithm. It then proceeds to construct a filter that
isolates the COI by combining the template with the inversed
covariance matrix of the entire signal. The method is very
transparent, because the user is in full control of constructing
the template of the COI and robust estimation of the covariance
matrix for EEG signals is a thoroughly studied subject [29]–
[31].
D. Assessment of various multivariate techniques
The appropriateness of a signal processing technique de-
pends on the question the investigator would like to answer
and the underlying assumptions placed on the data. In order
to demonstrate the circumstances when a beamformer is
suitable and when another multivariate method is preferable,
a simulation study was performed. Simulated EEG recordings
were generated with varying parameters, including the level
of structured and unstructured noise, variation of the COI
shape between subjects, etc. The model was used to analyze
the performance (in terms of the two criteria listed above) of
the beamformer as well as the traditional ROI-mean measure
and a variety of supervised learning approaches. The results
demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of each method
when it comes to accurately isolating a COI from the ongoing
EEG signal.
Finally, each method was applied to EEG data recorded
during a semantic priming experiment [32]. Semantic priming
is a commonly used method to study the operation and orga-
nization of the semantic processes in the brain (for a review,
see [24], [33]). In such an experiment, the subject is given
a task that involves responding to a target semantic stimulus,
which in this study was a single word. When the target is
preceded by a semantically and/or associatively related prime
word, it allows the subject to respond more efficiently, lower-
ing the reaction time (RT) of the subject in a decision task that
requires reading the words [34], [35]. The semantic priming
effect has also been successfully measured using electroen-
cephalography (EEG), where it manifests itself in the event-
related potential (ERP), mainly through a component called the
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TABLE I
MATHEMATICAL NOTATION
m number of EEG electrodes
n number of time samples in a trial
r number of trials in a recording
rtrain number of trials used for training
s number of subjects that were recorded
y the true COI amplitude during a trial
yˆ unitless estimation of the COI amplitude
S m × n matrix containing the samples at all EEG electrodes
and time points during a single trial
A m×n matrix containing the shape of the COI during a single
trial
N m× n matrix containing the summation of all noise sources
during a single trial
x (mn)×1 vector containing a “column-wise flattened” version
of S, constructed by stacking the columns of S
X (mn)× r matrix composed by concatenation of r vectors x
w (mn)× 1 vector representing a spatio-temporal filter
N400 [24], [36]. A regression study was performed to analyze
the relation between N400 amplitude and several properties of
the stimuli. To avoid the language-as-a-fixed-effect fallacy, a
linear mixed-effects (LME) model was employed, where both
subjects and stimuli were entered as random effects, following
the recommendations of Baayen et al. [17].
II. METHODS
A. Linear model of EEG
In this section, we introduce the mathematical model used
to generate the artificial EEG data and to discuss the merits of
the various multivariate methods. The mathematical notation
adopts the convention of denoting variables that represent a
scalar by cursive letters, those that represent vectors with bold
lowercase letters and those that represent matrices by bold
uppercase letters. See Table I for a summary of all the variables
and their meaning.
During a single trial, EEG signals are sampled at n time
points at m electrodes, yielding an m × n matrix S. An
entire recording contains r trials, with corresponding matrices
Si, i = 1, . . . , r.
Activity in the brain is modeled as the summed activa-
tion of various source equivalent dipole generators in the
brain (Fig. 1). The model assumes that activity at a generator
is linearly transferred through volume conduction in the head
to the EEG electrodes. When a generator is active, it produces
an activation pattern on the sensors, as electrodes close to the
generator will pick up more activity than electrodes further
away (depicted as rectangles in Fig. 1, top), and also across
time as the activity of the generator rises and decays (depicted
as curves in Fig. 1, bottom). One of these generators is used
to model the COI and will be referred to as the generator of
interest (GOI). Other generators which activity is time-locked
to the onset of the trial are regarded as structured noise. They
are used to model ERP components that are not the COI.
Generators which activity is not time-locked to the onset of
the trial are regarded as unstructured noise. They are used
to model task irrelevant EEG that would be suppressed by
averaging over trials instead of showing as ERP components.
Fig. 1. Sketch showing how signals generated at different dipole generators
are captured by the EEG electrodes. Activity at the three generators is drawn in
blue, red and green. Each electrode records a mixture of the three generators.
(top) The spatial activation patterns produced by the generators are shown as
rectangles with different color intensities. (bottom) The temporal activation
patterns of the generators are shown as curves in different colors. The black
curve represents the summation of these patterns as captured by a single EEG
electrode.
The last noise source in the model is sensor noise, which is
modeled as zero-mean Gaussian noise.
Let y denote the activity at the GOI during a trial. The
activation pattern A, an m × n matrix, maps activity at y to
activity recorded both at the EEG electrodes (spatially) and to
time samples (temporally). All other EEG activity during the
trial (other ERP components, ongoing brain activity, sensor
noise, etc.) is modeled as m × n matrix N, which can be
decomposed into structured noise Nstruct, unstructured noise
Nunstruct and sensor noise :
S = yA + N, (1)
S = yA + Nstruct + Nunstruct + . (2)
The activation pattern A can be interpreted as the shape of
the COI and y can be interpreted as its amplitude. Each of the
methods explored in this study takes a different approach to
deduce the amplitude y of the COI, given the signal S recorded
during a trial.
B. Multivariate filters
Linear multivariate filters aim to capture activity generated
at the GOI by linearly combining EEG samples. These filters
aim to eliminate activity generated by noise generators to
isolate the GOI, which succeeds if the generators’ dipoles
differ in location and/or orientation and/or when the dipole’s
activity differs in timing. A spatial filter combines samples
recorded at the same time, but at different electrodes, into
one virtual component that optimizes a particular property of
the signal, for example correlation of the output with activity
of a single generator over time. In the example sketched
in Fig. 1, a possible spatial filter would be the sample at
Pz minus the sample at FPz. The Pz channel records the
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desired activity stronger than FPz and both electrodes capture
the unwanted dipoles approximately equal, so the Pz − FPz
combination would contain the desired signal with much less
noise. A temporal filter combines samples recorded at the
same electrode or virtual component, but at different time
points, into one representative value that optimizes a particular
property of the signal, for example correlation of the output
with the amplitude of a COI. In the example, if we would
be interested in obtaining an amplitude measurement of the
blue component, the traditional approach would be to take the
sample at 600ms, or the mean of the samples from 500ms
to 700ms. However, due to overlapping components, it would
in this case be more accurate to take the sample at 600ms,
which measures both the blue and green components, and
subtract the sample at 500ms, which measures mostly the
green component.
In this study, we are concerned with linear spatio-temporal
filters that combine samples from both different electrodes and
different time points. A linear spatio-temporal filter can be
represented by a vector w ∈ R(mn)×1 that operates on a data
vector x ∈ R(mn)×1 constructed by stacking all the columns
of S. The result of such filtering is a scalar value yˆ:
yˆ = wᵀx, (3)
which can be used as estimation for the amplitude of the
COI during the trial (y). The optimal w depends on both the
activation pattern of the COI A and the noise N. Even if A is
known in advance due to prior studies, it is difficult to know
the various noise sources in advance. The most successful
multivariate filters therefore contain data-driven elements to
estimate A and/or N from the recording(s) currently under
consideration.
C. Supervised learning approach
A popular way to estimate w employs supervised training.
Linear regression models in particular have long been used for
effective spatio-temporal filtering [37]–[39]. Since implemen-
tations of such algorithms are readily available, we skip the
implementation details and describe how they can be applied
to the problem at hand.
In the context of this study, the learning algorithms oper-
ate on a training set which consists of a set training pairs
{(Si, yi) : i = 1, . . . , rtrain}, where Si contains the data for
a single training trial, yi is the true (or a good estimate
of the) amplitude of the COI in trial Si, and rtrain is the
number of trials used for training. Given the training set, the
learning algorithm will produce a weight vector w, which is
interpreted in this paper as a spatio-temporal filter, to estimate
the amplitude yˆ of the COI given trial data S in the form of
vector x using (3).
In many cases, it is difficult to obtain reliable estimates of
the exact amplitude of the COI to use as training labels yi. A
useful approximation in this case is to limit the training labels
to {−1, 1}, encoding “small” and “large” COI amplitudes
respectively. The training data is in this case limited to the
trials expected to have an exceptionally small or large COI
amplitude. During training, the original regression problem is
now substituted by a classification problem, which aims to
distinguish between two classes using a decision boundary.
Suitable training data can be obtained by creating a contrast
study where the experimental manipulation is designed to only
modify the amplitude of the COI. The quality of the training
labels and therefore the quality of the filter depends on the
suitability of the contrast used (see section II-G for our case).
In this study, we evaluated the linear support vector machine
(lSVM) [40] as representative supervised learning algorithm.
In addition to the straightforward approach of using all sam-
ples as features, three variations were evaluated. The first
variation was to restrict the features to an ROI subset of the
data (restricted-lSVM), where the ROI was the same as the one
used for the ROI-mean measurement. The second variation
was to train the lSVM on the training data, pooled from
all recordings (group-lSVM). The final variation was to first
pass the data through a spatial filter, using the xDAWN algo-
rithm [41], keeping the 4 most descriptive spatial components,
and then using an lSVM to perform the final filtering. The
covariance matrix for the xDAWN algorithm was estimated
using oracle approximating shrinkage (OAS) [29]. In all
cases, the penalty parameter (C) for the lSVM was optimized
using five-fold cross-validation on the training set. A further
assortment of alternative supervised learning approaches are
evaluated in the supplementary information section.
D. Beamformer approach
In contrast to the supervised learning approach, beamform-
ers take the shape of the COI (matrix A) as explicit input. Of
the various beamformer approaches, the linearly constrained
minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer [27] seems suitable
for our purposes as it was shown to accurately recover the
activity at the GOI over time [42].
The LCMV beamformer was originally formulated as a
spatial filter wsp ∈ Rm×1 that, when applied to the centered
EEG signal S, minimizes the variance of the result wᵀsp S:
wsp = arg min
wsp
wᵀspS(w
ᵀ
spS)
ᵀ = arg min
wsp
wᵀspΣspwsp, (4)
where Σsp ∈ Rm×m is the spatial covariance matrix of
the signal S, which can be replaced by
∑r
i=1 covSi. To
estimate this covariance matrix, one might consider using
robust estimation techniques that employ shrinkage [29]–[31].
In this study, as said above, all covariance matrices were
estimated using OAS [29].
To avoid trivial solutions of (4), vector wsp must be appro-
priately constrained, for example, linearly:
aᵀsp wsp = 1, (5)
where asp ∈ Rm×1 is the spatial activation pattern of the GOI
(depicted by the colored rectangles in Fig. 1, top).
Following [27], the solution of (4) can be found using for
example the method of Lagrange multipliers:
wsp =
Σ−1sp asp
aᵀsp Σ−1sp asp
. (6)
The formulation of the LCMV beamformer can be ex-
panded to a spatio-temporal filter. Let X ∈ R(mn)×r be a
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matrix consisting of r columns xi, which are the column-
wise flattened versions of the corresponding EEG trials Si
(i = 1, . . . , r), Σ ∈ R(mn)×(mn) be the covariance matrix of
X, and a ∈ R(mn)×1 be a vector containing the column-wise
flattened version of A. Similarly to the spatial case, the spatio-
temporal LCMV beamformer (stLCMV) w ∈ R(mn)×1 is the
result of minimization of the variance of wᵀX constrained by
aᵀw = 1:
w =
Σ−1 a
aᵀ Σ−1 a
. (7)
Alternatively, a simpler spatio-temporal filter can be ob-
tained by sequentially applying to the trial data S a spatial
beamformer wsp and then a temporal beamformer wtmp. To
define wtmp, we define B ∈ Rr×n as a matrix containing the
results of applying the spatial beamformer wsp to the EEG
trials Si:
B =

wᵀsp S1
wᵀsp S2
...
wᵀsp Sr
 , (8)
the covariance matrix of which we denote by Σtmp. Consider-
ing atmp ∈ Rn×1 as a vector containing the temporal activation
pattern of the GOI (e.g., one of the curves in Fig. 1, bottom),
the temporal LCMV beamformer can be expressed as:
wtmp =
Σ−1tmp atmp
aᵀtmp Σ
−1
tmp atmp
. (9)
The spatial and temporal beamformers may be chained
together to perform spatio-temporal filtering:
yˆ = wᵀsp S wtmp, (10)
to obtain a single scalar value yˆ from an EEG trial S.
The resulting filter looses the advantage of being able to
take interactions between electrodes over time (e.g., a traveling
wave) into account, but the number of free parameters is
greatly reduced. Where the original spatio-temporal filter had
mn (in this study 32× 54 = 1728) free parameters, chaining
a separate spatial and temporal filter has m+ n (in this study
32 + 54 = 86). This beamformer will be referred to as the
chained LCMV beamformer (chained-LCMV).
E. Modeling the activation pattern
While the covariance matrix can be readily computed from
the data, it is up to the researcher to provide the beamformer
filter with the activation pattern of the GOI: the shape of the
COI. In the traditional application of beamformers, the prob-
lem of source localization, the activation pattern is computed
through a realistic anatomical model of the subject’s brain and
head [27]. However, since uncovering the location of the GOI
in the brain is not our purpose in this study, an anatomical
model is not required.
We propose to estimate the activation pattern through the
traditional manner of averaging across trials, using data from
all available recordings. First, a training set is selected anal-
ogous to the one used in section II-C. The training pairs in
the training set were divided into two classes: those known
to contain the COI with a large amplitude and those with a
small COI amplitude (see section II-G for the contrast we used
for the evaluation on real EEG data). Grand average ERPs are
constructed for both classes and the difference wave is taken as
first estimate of the activation pattern. Let matrix Aˆ ∈ Rm×n
denote this activation pattern, which can be interpreted as a
template for the COI.
This template can be refined at will by the researcher. In
this study, we opted to do this refinement by approximating the
activation pattern Aˆ as a product of the separate spatial aˆsp and
temporal aˆtmp activation patterns. For the spatial pattern, we
used the column of Aˆ corresponding to the time point at which
the COI reaches its maximum amplitude. To find it, a suitable
ROI was first defined by visual inspection of Aˆ. Let c ⊂
{1, . . . ,m} denote a set of row indices of Aˆ corresponding to
the electrodes of interest. Likewise, let t ⊂ {1, . . . , n} denote
a set of column indices of Aˆ corresponding to the samples
from the time window of interest. Then:
tpeak = arg max
t∈t
∣∣∣∣∣∑
c∈c
Aˆ(c, t)
∣∣∣∣∣ , (11)
aˆsp = [Aˆ(1, tpeak), . . . , Aˆ(m, tpeak)]
ᵀ ∈ Rm×1, (12)
To construct the temporal activation pattern aˆtmp ∈ Rn×1,
for each recording, a spatial beamformer wsp was constructed
from aˆsp using (6) and applied to the data:
aˆtmp =
1
r
r∑
i=1
Sᵀi wsp. (13)
The resulting temporal activation patterns aˆtmp were averaged
across recordings. Finally, all values outside the range defined
by the first and last zero-crossings inside the temporal ROI
(from 300ms to 600ms) were set to zero to eliminate small
deviations from zero at irrelevant time points. The refined
spatio-temporal template for the COI is then a product of the
spatial and temporal activation patterns:
Aˆrefined = aˆsp aˆ
ᵀ
tmp. (14)
F. Evaluation on simulated data
In order to evaluate the different methods of measuring
COI amplitude, simulated EEG recordings were generated.
The software model allows control over the different signal
components listed in (2): y, A, Nstruct, Nunstruct and .
For a pool of 10 subjects, 400 trials were simulated that
consisted of virtual recordings at 32 electrodes, distributed
over the scalp using the extended 10–20 system. Each sim-
ulated trial lasted 1 s and was sampled at 50Hz, mimicking
the properties of the real EEG data discussed later on.
The data were generated by simulating dipoles in a spherical
head model. The activity at the dipoles was modeled as
Gaussian curves:
f(t) = y e
− 12
(
t−tpeak
σ
)2
, (15)
where f(t) is the activity (in µV) at the dipole at time t,
y is the amplitude of the dipole, the peak activity occurs at
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tpeak and σ determines the speed at which the activity reaches
its peak and decays back to zero. For each time point, the
spatial activation pattern of each dipole was computed using a
three layer bounded element method (BEM) model, where the
layers represented the inner skull, outer skull and outer skin
boundaries [43]. Each dipole has a location l = [lx, ly, lz]
defined as a x-, y- and z-coordinate, restricted to be within
the inner skull layer of the BEM model, and an orientation
o = [rx, ry, rz] defined by Euler rotations around the x-, y-
and z-axes.
The COI was simulated as a single dipole (the GOI) at a
fixed location lGOI = [0, 0, 0.5]. Coordinates are normalized
so the inner skull sphere has a radius of 1. This places this
dipole centered between the auricular points (x-axis), centered
between the nasion and inion (y-axis) and raised towards the
top of the head (z-axis). Its orientation was oGOI = [pi, 0, 0]
(pointing straight up), yielding a spatial activation pattern
that centers on the Cz electrode, spreading radially to all
other electrodes. The COI peaked at tpeak = 0.4 + j, where
j is randomly drawn from a uniform distribution defined
over the range [−JCOI, JCOI] for each recording, but held
constant between trials. The parameter JCOI is the first model
parameter: the amount of temporal jitter of the COI between
subjects. The width of the COI was held constant at σ = 0.05.
For half of the trials, the amplitude y of the COI was 1 µV
and for the remaining trials it was 0 µV.
The sensor noise  was modeled for each sample indi-
vidually, by randomly drawing from a zero-mean, Gaussian
distribution with a standard deviation of 0.1.
The structured noise Nstruct was modeled using 20 dipoles
with initially random parameters: each parameter value was
drawn from a uniform distribution, defined over the range
of possible valid values for the parameter. Between trials, all
parameters were held constant except for the amplitude of the
dipole activity. For each trial, the amplitude parameter y was
randomly drawn from a uniform distribution over the range
[0, Sstruct], where Sstruct is the second model parameter: the
scale of the structured noise.
Finally, the unstructured noise Nunstruct was modeled using
20 dipoles in the same manner as the structured noise dipoles,
except that parameters for the unstructured noise dipoles
were randomly drawn for each individual trial: no parameter
was held constant. The uniform distribution used for the
amplitude parameter was defined over the range [0, Sunstruct],
where Sunstruct is the third model parameter: the scale of the
unstructured noise.
The task for each of the filters was to estimate the amplitude
of the COI (y) for each trial, which corresponds to the peak
amplitude of the GOI dipole in the model and to y in (2).
The total set of trials was split 50-50 into a training and test
set. Each set contained 200 trials for each of the 10 subjects,
100 trials containing the COI with an amplitude of 1 µV and
100 trials not containing the COI (its amplitude was 0 µV).
Training labels l were produced using a mixture of the true
amplitude y of the COI and the amplitude ystruct of one of the
structured noise dipoles:
l = Rlabels y + (1−Rlabels)ystruct, (16)
where Rlabels is the fourth model parameter: the accuracy of
the training labels, ranging from 0 (labels follow a noise
component) to 1 (labels follow the COI).
Each of the multivariate filters was trained on the training
set, plus the corresponding training labels l. Each method
then produced an estimate of COI amplitude (yˆ) for each of
the trials in the test set, for which the training labels were
withheld.
The entire procedure was ran 10 times in order to assess
the variation between simulation runs, producing 100 data sets
(10 subjects × 10 runs). The performance of each filter was
observed for different values of the four model parameters
JCOI, Sstruct, Sunstruct and Rtrain. The base model settings were
JCOI = 0, Sunstruct = 1, Sstruct = 3, Rlabels = 1. During the
simulation, each parameter was changed in isolation, leaving
the others at their base values.
G. Evaluation on real EEG data
The analysis on real EEG data was conducted on the dataset
recorded in [32], where the COI is the N400 potential. Subjects
read a series of sequentially presented words, organized in
pairs, and pressed one of two buttons to indicate whether the
two words of a word-pair were related or not. The prime word
was presented for 200ms and the target-word for 1000ms with
a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 500ms. Since a speeded
button response task will generate ERP components that can
mask N400 modulations [32], the subjects performed delayed
their button response until a cue was given.
The experiment was performed with 10 university students
(3 female, aged 19–27 years), all right-handed and native
speakers of Flemish-Dutch. Ethical approval of this study has
been granted by an independent ethical committee (“Com-
missie voor Medische Ethiek” of the UZ Leuven). This study
was conducted according to the most recent version of the
declaration of Helsinki.
The word-pairs used were a total of 800 Flemish-Dutch
word-pairs, selected with varying forward association strength
(FAS), as determined from an association norm dataset [44].
In this norm dataset, FAS between a prime and target word
is defined as the number of respondents, out of 100, that
wrote down the target as first response to the prime word
in a free association task. The list of word-pairs consisted
of the top 100 strongest related word-pairs (FAS ranged 69–
95, mean FAS = 75.62) and 100 word-pairs where the prime
and target words were randomly chosen and no record of
the word-pair existed in the association norm data, therefore
having an assumed FAS of zero. The remaining 600 word-
pairs were chosen such that the logarithm of their FAS score
is uniformly distributed using a log scale. The log scale was
chosen because when the association norm data were analyzed,
some properties of the word-pairs that co-vary with the FAS,
correlate better with its logarithm than the raw values [32]. All
selected words for the stimulus list have a length of 4–6 letters,
a minimum word frequency of 2 occurrences per 106 words
in the SUBTLEX-NL corpus [45] and a minimum in-degree
of 5 in the association norm dataset.
In addition to capturing the button response of the par-
ticipant, EEG was recorded continuously using 32 active
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Fig. 2. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between dependent variables used in
this study. See Table II for a description of each one. The sign of coefficients
is indicated with ‘+’ and ‘-’ symbols.
electrodes (extended 10-20 system) with a BioSemi Active II
System, having a 5th order frequency filter with a pass band
from 0.16Hz to 100Hz, and sampled at 2048Hz. An electro-
oculogram (EOG) was recorded simultaneously and used to
reduce eye artifacts in the EEG using the procedure outlined
in [46]. Two electrodes were placed on both mastoids and their
average was used as a reference for the EEG.
1) Stimulus properties: Since the true amplitude of the
N400 is unknown, performance was based on a regression
analysis with a selection of stimulus properties that have been
shown to correlate with semantic priming in earlier regression
studies [11], [12], [47]. See Table II for a complete list and
explanation of the stimulus properties used in the regression
analysis. The aggregated set covers some strong and weaker
correlates with the N400. Pearson’s correlation coefficients
between all stimulus properties are presented in Fig. 2.
2) Data preprocessing: The EEG was bandpass filtered
offline between 0.1Hz and 50Hz by a 4th order zero-phase
Butterworth filter to attenuate large drifts and irrelevant high
frequency noise, but retain eye movement artifacts. The EOG
was used to attenuate eye artifacts from the EEG signal
using the regression method outlined in [46]. After the EOG
correction procedure, the signal was band pass filtered again
using a tight passband around the frequency range in which
the N400 component was found, namely between 0.5Hz and
15Hz, by a 4th order zero-phase Butterworth filter. Individual
trials were obtained by cutting the continuous signal from
0.1 s before the onset of each target stimulus to 1.0 s after.
Baseline correction was performed using the average voltage
in the interval before the stimulus onset (−100ms to 0ms)
as baseline value. Before applying any multivariate analysis
methods, the signal was further downsampled to 50Hz to
reduce the dimensionality.
3) Training data: To construct the training set for the super-
vised learning algorithms and model the activation pattern for
the beamformer, a contrast has to be created that will produce
TABLE II
STIMULUS PROPERTIES USED IN THE REGRESSION STUDY
Property Description Ref.
prime-orth The orthographic neighborhood size of the
prime word, i.e.the number of valid Dutch
words with a Levenshtein distance of 1 from
the prime word. Calculated using the
SUBTLEX-NL corpus.
[45]
prime-RT Reaction time to the prime word in a lexical
decision task.
[48]
prime-outdeg Number of outgoing links of the prime word,
with an association strenght of ≥ 2 in the
association norm data.
[44]
prime-AoA Age of acquisition rating for the prime word. [49]
prime-conc Concreteness rating for the prime word. [49]
target-orth The orthographic neighborhood size of the
target word, i.e.the number of valid Dutch
words with a Levenshtein distance of 1 from
the target word. Calculated using the
SUBTLEX-NL corpus.
[45]
target-RT Reaction time to the target word in a lexical
decision task.
[48]
target-outdeg Number of outgoing links of the target word,
with an association strenght of ≥ 2 in the
association norm data.
[44]
target-AoA Age of acquisition rating for the target word. [49]
target-conc Concreteness rating for the target word. [49]
FAS The logarithm of the forward association
strength between the prime and target words.
[44]
BAS The logarithm of the backward association
strength between the prime and target words.
[44]
wordpair-RT The mean response time of the subjects to the
word-pair in a speeded button response task,
obtained during a separate recording session
several months prior to the current experiment.
[32]
both trials with a low and trials with a high N400 amplitude.
For the training set, the 100 word-pairs with an FAS of 0
were chosen as the low N400 amplitude condition, and 100
word-pairs with the highest FAS for the high N400 amplitude
condition. This contrast in FAS is well known to produce clear
differences in N400 amplitude [24], [50], [51]. The trained
filters were then applied to the remaining trials.
Discarding the training set would mean a limited range of
FAS for the trials in the test set, which would potentially
eliminate a large portion of the N400 effect. Therefore, COI
amplitudes were estimated for the training set as well, by using
leave-one-out cross-validation scheme.
4) Statistics: Regression analysis between stimulus proper-
ties and N400 amplitude was done by means of a linear mixed-
effects (LME) model. Since the stimulus properties used as
independent variables are intercorrelated (Fig. 2) we have
chosen for a univariate approach. Each independent variable is
regressed onto the dependent variable in a separate model. All
variables were z-transformed, so regression weights represent
estimates of the Pearson correlation between the independent
and dependent variable. Each regression model was fitted two
times, one with both subjects (modeling slopes only) and
word-pairs (modeling intercepts only) as random effects, and
one with only word-pairs as random effects. If the first model
did not achieve a significantly better fit than the latter, as
measured using the area under curve (AUC) metric, the latter
model was used. Models were fitted using maximum likeli-
hood (ML) for computing the AUC metric, and using restricted
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maximum likelihood (REML) for computing t-values. This
design follows the recommendations of Baayen et al. [17].
Degrees of freedom are hard to compute for mixed models
and are often in the order of several thousands. Satterthwaite’s
method [52] was used to estimate them. Degrees of freedom
are not provided in this text, as the relationship between t-
scores and p-values converges at this number of degrees of
freedom.
H. Software
A full description of the various software packages used in
this study and an implementation of the beamformer methods
can be found in the supplementary information.
III. RESULTS
The performance of each multivariate filter on the datasets
was assessed, as well as the traditional ROI-mean method.
Different ROI’s were tried, and the best performing time
range and electrode selections for the ROI-mean and restricted-
lSVM methods was selected, namely for the simulation study
electrodes FC2, FC5, Cz, C3, C4, CP5, CP6, time window
0.3 s to 0.5 s) and for the real EEG data electrodes CP5, CP6,
P3, Pz, P4, PO3 and P04, time range 0.3 s to 0.5 s.
A. Simulated data
By modifying the four model parameters, artificial EEG
datasets were generated with different properties. The perfor-
mance of each method was assessed based on the two criteria
listed in section I-B (Fig. 3). The first measure was the amount
of variance of its output explained by the true amplitude of
the COI, measured by regressing the estimated amplitude onto
the true amplitude and computing the R2 metric. Adhering to
the sensitivity performance criterion, higher is better for this
metric. The second measure was the amount of variance in
the filter’s output that could be explained by activity of the
structured noise dipoles. This was quantified by multivariate-
regression of the activity of the 20 noise dipoles onto the
method’s estimation of the COI amplitude and computing
the R2 metric. This measures how well the method manages
to reduce the influence of nearby noise sources on its COI
amplitude estimate. Adhering to the specificity criterion, lower
is better for this metric. In the simulation, any variance in
the method’s output not explained by the true amplitude
of the COI or structured noise must necessarily be due to
unstructured noise.
The traditional ROI-mean is generally the worst performing
method, as the method does not actively counteract noise
sources. Without averaging, the ROI-mean method does not
measure solely the amplitude of the COI, but a mixture of the
COI and the surrounding structured noise sources.
As the unstructured noise amplitude (Sunstruct) increases,
all methods start failing to properly isolate the COI (Fig. 3,
first column). This is to be expected, as this type of noise is
spherical, so there is no possible orthogonal linear projection.
The lSVM (with and without the xDAWN spatial filtering
step) fails somewhat faster than the other multivariate methods,
because the quality of the training data diminishes and it starts
overfitting on the unstructured noise. Limiting the amount
of features (restricted-lSVM) or adding more training data
from other recordings (group-lSVM) effectively counters this
behavior. The beamformer methods perform on par with the
restricted-lSVM and the group-lSVM. The ROI-mean method
initially correlates highly with the unstructured noise, because
it doesn’t actively counteract it. As the unstructured noise
increases, this high correlation disappears as the output now
correlates more with the unstructured noise.
A filter’s ability to isolate the COI from structured noise
sources is dependent on its ability to successfully model both
of them (Fig. 3, second column). The lSVM, restricted-lSVM
and stLCMV methods are remarkably capable of countering
structured noise sources, even when the stimulated structured
noise (Sstruct) is raised to 40 times the amplitude of the
COI. The estimation technique for the template, used by the
beamformer approaches, suffered in these extreme conditions,
causing the performance of the stLCMV beamformer to drop
slightly. As the structured noise increases, the group-lSVM
starts failing, because it cannot adapt to the different structured
noise dipoles in each recording. Instead, it has to find a
solution that isolates the COI from all structured noise dipoles
on all 10 recordings that where pooled together. The chained-
LCMV is able to adapt to each individual recording, but still
fails, probably due its trade-off between model simplicity and
power. This is also the case for the xDAWN spatial filter.
As the structured noise increases, its influence on the filters’
output increases as well, causing most of the methods to fail
the specificity criterion: fluctuations in one of the other ERP
components is influencing the estimation of COI amplitude.
The stLCMV beamformer is the notable exception, as the
correlation between its output and the noise components is
unaffected by their amplitude.
For the methods that pool together multiple recordings
(i.e.chainformer-LCMV, stLCMV and group-lSVM), differ-
ences in the shape of the COI across recordings is problematic
(Fig. 3, third column). This is especially true for the beam-
former methods, as the method we used for constructing the
template did not take between-subject variability into account.
The beamformers are designed to fail when the given template
of the COI doesn’t match its actual shape.
Since the output of supervised learning algorithms is closely
tied to the training labels, it is sensitive to their accuracy
(Fig. 3, last column). When other noise components correlate
with the training labels in addition to the COI, the lSVM is
unable to separate them, resulting in a decreasing correlation
with the actual COI and an increasing correlation with the
noise components. This can be alleviated by restricting the
features to exclude some noise components (restricted-lSVM)
or by pooling together more data, which increased the overall
reliability of the training labels in this case (grouped-lSVM).
The method used in this study to design the template for
the COI used by the beamformers, also relies on the training
labels. However, the beamformer methods are quite robust to
inaccuracies in the training labels, as data are pooled across
recordings and values outside the ROI were explicitly set
to zero in the template. Of particular note is the fact that
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even when the training labels follow one of the structured
noise sources instead of the COI, the correlation between
beamformers’ output and the structured noise sources remains
low. Finally, since the ROI-mean method does not rely on
training labels, its output is unaffected.
B. Real EEG data
The grand average ERPs (Fig. 4) show clear N2 and P2
components, associated with the response to a visual stimulus.
The N400 components is modulated by the FAS of the word-
pairs as expected, growing in amplitude as the FAS decreases,
peaking around 400 ms and strongest at the central-parietal
electrodes, which is consistent with the literature [24].
To test the performance of the multivariate filters in a
more realistic setting, they were compared on a real EEG
dataset, recorded in a semantic priming study [32]. A uni-
variate regression study was performed using the amplitude
of the N400, as quantified by the various analysis methods, as
dependent variable and several stimulus properties (Table II),
known to correlate with N400 amplitude, as independent
variables (Fig. 5). To asses the performance of each method,
we regarded the number of effects that were successfully
found and the relative size of the regression weights. As all
variables were z-transformed before entering them into the
model, the regression weights can be interpreted like one
would a Pearson’s correlation coefficient. A comprehensive
table of the exact regression weights, confidence intervals and
p-values can be found in the supplementary information. Note
that we have chosen not to correct the p-values for family-wise
error rate. The purpose of this regression study is to compare
the different analysis methods and due to the large number
of tests, no significant effects would remain. Each stimulus
property has already been shown in independent studies to
correlate with the N400, so the occurrence of false-positives
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Fig. 6. Temporal (left) and spatial (right) activation patterns used as template
for the COI during beamformer analysis. In the visualization of the spatial
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is unlikely. Also note that the various stimulus properties are
correlated with each-other (Fig. 2), so the regression weights
do not necessarily indicate the unique contribution of each
stimulus property.
The spatial and temporal activation patterns used by the
beamformer methods (created using the procedure described
in section II-E) are shown in Fig. 6.
The mean-ROI method only managed to find the two
strongest effects on the N400: FAS and RT to the word-
pair, but failed to find effects that strongly covariate with
them (Fig. 2), namely BAS and the out-degree of the prime
stimulus. Of the multivariate methods, only the restricted-
lSVM failed to identify the latter effect. Where the chained-
LCMV beamformer managed to find the effect of prime
concreteness, the lSVM (with and without the xDAWN spatial
filter) finds the effect of target concreteness instead. Finally,
the stLCMV beamformer identified all of the effects the other
methods found, as well as the effect of age-of-acquisition of
the target word.
In terms of the size of the regression weights, the
chained-LCMV beamformer performs best, followed by the
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Fig. 5. Univariate regression between each analysis method and each stimulus property. Dots indicate the regression weights obtained through the LME
model and vertical lines indicate the 95% confidence interval. P-values are given for the null-hypothesis that the regression coefficient is zero. All variables
were z-transformed before being entered into the model, hence regression weights can be interpreted as Pearson’s correlation coefficients.
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lSVM, stLCMV beamformer, xDAWN+lSVM, restricted-
lSVM, group-lSVM, and finally ROI-mean.
IV. DISCUSSION
The traditional method of measuring COI amplitude, namely
taking the mean over a suitable ROI, is extremely sensitive to
fluctuations of nearby (and not so nearby) ERP components
(Fig. 3, bottom row). Averaging over many trials or subjects
reduces these fluctuations and can vastly improve the result.
However, when no such averaging is performed, it would be
false to claim that limiting the analysis to a few selected
electrodes and time points provides a measurement of the
amplitude of the COI and the COI alone. Due to volume
conduction, any electrode picks up signals from almost any
part of the brain (Fig. 1, top) and the temporal dynamics of
ERP components usually overlap as well (Fig. 1, bottom).
The presence of other ERP components introduces a large
amount of structured noise that becomes a problematically
large confounding factor. When recordings are available from
multiple electrodes over multiple time points, a linear multi-
variate filter can combine the signal from those electrodes and
time points to actively counter interfering ERP components
and other structured sources of noise.
The defining characteristic of the beamformer approach is
the use of a template of the COI, which is both its biggest
strength and weakness. The template allows a researcher to
exert strict control over the signal that is isolated by the filter,
which is a desirable property then the focus of the study is a
specific, well defined COI. By verifying that the template of
the COI is not tainted by other ERP components and noise
sources such as eye artifacts, the filter can effectively counter
such noise sources. However, similar to the dependence of
supervised learning techniques on the accuracy of the training
labels, the performance of the beamformer is restricted by
the method used to construct the template of the COI. For
example, if the shape of the COI differs greatly between
subjects and the method of estimating the template does not
capture this (as is the case in the method we used), the
beamformer will not perform optimally (Fig. 3, third column).
Care must be taken to verify the validity of the template
before drawing any conclusions about the output of the filter.
For example, our method of constructing the template is only
appropriate for isolating components that are known to have
a relatively stable timing and scalp distribution, such as the
N400 component. Note that the temporal pattern of the COI
depends on the reference used in the recording. Therefore,
the reference assumed by the template should match the
reference used by the recording to which the beamformer filter
is applied.
To be able to isolate components such as the N/P150,
which exhibit polarity inversion [25], other approaches must
be explored, such as using the summation of two beamformers,
constructed using separate templates for the N150 and P150.
Further data-driven elements could be added to the process,
such as shifting the template in time to optimally fit the ERP,
although the more data-driven elements are added, the more
the method will behave like a supervised learning approach. In
order to distinguish between the behavior of the beamformer
approach in general and the behavior of the particular method
we used to estimate the template, simulation results are
provided in the supplementary information for a beamformer
that uses the true activation pattern of the COI as a template.
When we wish to study the effect of some experimental
manipulation on a specific COI, the results favor the beam-
former over the supervised learning approaches. In this case,
the specificity criterion mentioned in section I-B comes into
play and it is not only important to have a good representation
of the COI, but also to properly counter the influence of
other ERP components. The simulation study shows that
while the chained-LCMV beamformer is more robust against
unstructured noise, the stLCMV beamformer was better able
to counteract structured noise, which is more important in this
case.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the need for multivariate analysis,
when ERP component amplitude measurements are desired
on a single-trial basis.
The LCMV beamformer can be expanded from its tradi-
tional formulation as a spatial filter, to be a spatio-temporal
filter which workings can be easily understood. The behavior
of the beamformer, along with various supervised learning
approaches, has been evaluated on simulated and real EEG
data. Supervised learning approaches, such as the lSVM,
extract any information that aids in reproducing the labels of
a training set, regardless of whether this information comes
from the ERP component the researcher wishes to study (the
COI), or from some other ERP component or from structured
noise sources, such as EOG artifacts.
In contrast, the beamformer filter only isolates signals that
conform to a given template. By crafting a template for
the ERP component, which amplitude the researches wishes
to measure, the beamformer effectively suppresses structured
noise sources, such as other ERP components, eye-artifacts,
and so forth. A simple method of crafting such a template,
based on the grand average ERP of multiple subjects, is
demonstrated to perform well. Of the two approaches used to
extend the LCMV beamformer to the spatio-temporal domain,
the stLCMV approach scored best during the evaluation.
During the simulation study, the stLCMV beamformer output
was mostly unaffected by the presence of interfering ERP
components under all tested circumstances.
This means that if a researcher can construct a template
that is a good approximation of the shape of the COI, the
stLCMV beamformer output is mostly attributable to changes
in its amplitude and is mostly unaffected by structured noise,
such as other ERP components.
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